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Campus news
at a glanceLeaping lizards: Dr.
Philip C. Dumas, fonner
Central biology professor,
was well known for his study
of reptiles and amphibians.
It's only fitting then, that after
Dumas' death, one of his
former students named a
Madagascan skink after him.
Dr. Ronald A Nussbaum,
who earned his master's
degree in herpetology at
Central was a student of
Dumas', and has discovered a
new species of Madagascan
skink. A skink is a smooth,
shiny lizard. Nussbaum
named the animal Mabuya
dumasi-Mabuya for the
genus Maybuya, and dumasi
in honor of Dumas.
Dumas joined Central's
faculty in 1965 an_d retired
from Central in 1989. He died
in 1992.

Talk to me:

The
University English as a
Second Language (UESL)
Program at Central is looking
for faculty and staff to
become a part of UESL' s
Conversation Partner Program.
Faculty and staff will be
matched up with students
studying on campus for
informal conversation
sessions.
. This opportunity allows
CWU faculty and staff to
learn about a different
country and practice a foreign
language.
Currently, students from
eight different countries are
studying English on campus.
UESL's Conversation Partner
Program gives these students
the opportunity to learn about
American culture while
meeting new people.

Meet the 1995-96 ASCWU Board of Directors
by Lisa Pemberton-Butler
News editor
The Associated Students of Central Washington University's
Board of Directors (BOD), have
several goals slated for this academic year.
One of the major issues will be

I

addressing the use of social security numbers as student identification numbers, said Brian Dolman,
BOD president.
Dolman, a senior who is working on a second bachelor's , in
communication, said the seven officers have been working together
"phenomenal I y."

He described the BOD's relationship with Sarah Shumate, vice
president for Student Affairs, as
very positive.
"She will help our program be
effective, and we wi11 help hers be
effective, too," Dolman said.
Not only will the BOD be working out SUB usage plans, they also

will be addressing the use of social
security numbers as student identification numbers, he said.
Executive Vice President Lisa
Allen said her goal is to close the
communication gap between stu-

See ASCWU/page 5

Week without violence kicks off on Sunday
by Carrie Starbuck
Staff reporter
Imagine 7 days, 168 hours,
10,080 minutes, 604,080 seconds
without violenc~. Impossible to
imagine?
Well, th~ 'ywcA. is st~iving to
· turn this vision into reality. They
are holding their First Annual
YWCAWeekWithoutViolence,
October 15-21, 1995.
This nationwide campaign
challenges every American to
1i ve for one week without perpetrating, participating in or observing violence.
The goal of the campaign, according to Patty Dion, executive
director of the Yakima YWCA,
is to "bring awareness and provide positive solutions."
The focus will be on the differ-

Take one: Winter
quarter theatre production
auditions will be held October
16 at 8 p.m. in McConnell
Auditorium by the CWU
Theatre Arts Department.
Shows to be cast include "A
... My Name is Alice," and
"Romeo & Juliet." Call backs
will be October 17 and 18 at 8
p.m. in McConnell Auditorium.
For more audition information contact Professor Brenda
Hubbard at 963-1990.

Garrett ~roble_t:fThe Observer

·

The 1995-96 ASCWU BOD members are, from left: Lisa Allen, Executive Vice President; Paulette Jonv1l1e, Vice
President Of Academic Affairs; Chris Ballard, Vice President of OrlJanizations; Debi Ross, Vice President of Equity
and Community Service; Shannon Cutler, Vice President of Student Life and Facilities;Brian Dolman, ASCWl.:J
President; Tony Gepner, Political Affairs.

I

1

Jenee With Sports and Fitness
ent issues facing society today and
will be observed each day of the
Miriam Emry, Director of the
YWCA Week Without Violence
Women's Resource Center decided
it would be
individually.
beneficial to
These include:
Su,nday, Oct. .15:
have CWU
·
This
~ould p'r~vide
participate in
A Day of .~e- . ,
(an) 'opportunity for this campaign.
membrance
Monday, Oct. 16:
all men and women to "This would
provide (an)
Protecting Our
take a stand against opportunity
Children
for all men and
Tuesday, Oct. 17:
violence.
women to take
Making
Our
-Miriam Emry,
a stand against
Schools Safe
Director of the
violence,"
Wednesday, Oct.
18: Confronting
Women's Resource
Emry said.
As a result,
Violence Against
Center
there will be
Women
Thursday, Oct.
an informa19: Facing Violence Against Men tion table in the SamueJson Union
Building, Monday, October 16,
Friday, Oct. 20: Eliminating Rac1995 through Friday, October 20,
ism and Hate Crimes
Saturday, Oct. 21 : Replacing Vio1995, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Students will pass out pledges
supporting the peacemakers, and
pledging.to live one week without
violence.
These include peace buttons,
Domestic Violence Palm Cards
with messages for women and men,
also stress reduction tips for busy
parents.
This campaign is also co-sponsored by S.T.E.P.S. (Students and
Staff for the Education and Prevention of Sexual Assault,).
It's also sponsored by Club Soda,
CWU Student Health and Counseling Center.
Also: CWU Public Safety, Police Services, Domestic ViolenceSex ual Assault Program, and
KCAT.
For more information, please
contact the Women's Resource
Center at 963-2127.

''

Have a story idea?? Call The Observer Tip Line - 963-1073
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New exchange
opportunities
for students
by Garrett M. Wiedmeier
Staff reporter

Kyndra Stevenstrhe Observer

Central Students enjoy the new atmosphere that the renovated Studio East has to offer.

Looking hot Studio ·East!
Dining hall rescued from 70s fashion
The project, which cost more than
$100,000, began late in the summer of 1994.
After being shut down over a
"It was supposed to be ready in
year for remodeling, the new Stu- October 1994, but we had some
dio East is now open for business. problems with contractors," said
The differences are obvious. The Wood. Despite the difficulties,
old brown tables and orange and Wood is very pleased with the fiyellow chairs have been replaced nal results.
According to Wood, the enviby small blue tables and cushioned navy blue and salmon col- ronment has been improved, and
more people are eating in, instead
ored chairs.
Along the walls and down the of taking out.
Students appreciate the changes,
middle of the room are four-person booths with white lamps hang- too.
"It's a nicer atmosphere than the
ing above.
In the food area where there once · west side of Holmes," said Jeremy
was a wall, there is now a huge Tetzlaff.
Other students agree. "It's a big
beverage cooler stocked full of soimprovement," said Kim Fay.
das.
"We gutted the whole room and
Some special features for added
started over," said Bi 11 Wood, man- dining pleasure include a self-serve
agerof Holmes and the Depot Deli. espresso bar, a chicken burger bar,
"We wanted to upgrade the build- and a juke box. Still to come are
ing."
large silhouette posters of classic

by Windy O'Connor
Staff reporter

Spanish exchange experience offered , said Zukroff. A trip to Spai n
is offered in the summer, but is not
as extensive as the in-depth Chile
visit.
The cost for the experience is
expected to be approximately
$3,500 for five months, including
all tuition, housing and meals. In
fact, says Zukroff, most exchange
programs are about the same price
as attending classes at Central and
living in E11ensburg.
"The cost for most of our programs are the same or sometime
significantly less," Zukroff said.
Spanish majors weren't the only
students to get new international
studies opportunities. Other general agreements were reached with
schools throughout the world.
International study opportu~ities
continue to expand in Japa~ri, with
three new ·schools, bringing the to-

Central ' s first long-term study
abroad program and new agreements with more than seven foreign universities have been keeping the Office of International Programs busy this past summer.
CWU is sponsoring a five month
long study abroad program at the
Universidad Austral de Chile in
Valdivia, Chile.
This South American program,
a first for Central as a sponsor,
offers students majoring in Spanish the opportunity to experience
the culture they study.
Stacia Zukroff, Study Abroad
advisor, says that this new program
would be a benefit to anyone seek. ing experience in a Spanish speaking culture.
"It's going to be tailor made to fit
the needs of Central students studying Spanish," Zukroff said.
The Chile program is not the only

....

See ABl:lOAD/page 5

Student Affairs·sets
goals, reorganizes
and modern movie personalities
which will be hung on the walls of
the dining room.
1
"It encourages people to eat in
the dining hall which creates more
of a community atmosphere," said
Megan Sursely.
Because of the excellent response
and positive feedback from students, study hall is now held in
Studio East rather than Hqlmes
West.

As part of its current focus, the
divisjoQ i~ ~VC!!TIPiflg the Wo~· s,
Resour.ce Center- tc;> extend services
Student Affairs has set some to male students. The WRC which is
ambitious goals for implementation a branch of the Student Affairs has
this academic year.
hitherto been geared predominantly
The new vice president of the toward providing support for women. ·
division, Dr. Sarah Shumate, said
"But I sometimes think that men
the division is continuing with need as much help as women do,"
efforts at transforming and Shumate said. "I think one of the
reorganizing itself to meet the needs things that we all need to do is to
of the future.
become sensitive to people with
differences. Men, for example,
need to realize that they need to ask
women about theiropinions on issues
as opposed to making decisions for
them without ever asking ."
Student Affairs is looking for new
directors to take charge of the WRC
and the American Disability Act and ·
Student Assistance office.
A team of officials from the House :
and Senate Committee on Higher
Education visited Central last
Monday to learn pertinent issues on
campus. One issue taken up with the "big-wigs" was the possibility of "
s~king commcr~ial franchises to\
· · 1·. • tAme it'lto the SUB to provide other\;~
options for students.
4'
.
t
"We need to figure out what kindt ;
of changes we need to bring about in ·
that SUB to makes it a more exciting
place," said Shumate. "We need all .
the input we can get from students as
to whatthey like to see so that we can
try to configure something that makes
sense to them."
Two previously separate
departments of Student Affairs,
Career Planning and Placement and
Ill
Co-operative Education, have now
10th & Alder
been fused together as the Career
and Co-operative Ed uc ation
and
Services. As for future events, Dr. ·
West Interchange
Shumate hinted that renowned film
actor Danny Glover is expected at
CWU during next spring' s Black
At pClrticipatin g Dairy Qu een'~ stores.
OAM D 0 Corp I 1995 TM Trademark AM D Q Corp GReg US Pat Off AM D Q Corp
History Month to gi ve a presentation
on black h is~ory. '

by Kwame Amoateng
Staff reporter
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Residential burglaries plague Al-Monty
Monday, Oct. 2, 12:30 p.m.
A 20-year-old woman reported
that a $360 compact disc player
was stolen from her 1992 green
Mazda pickup in the H-15 parking lot sometime between Sept.
26 and Sept. 29.

Campus
Cops

Monday, Oct. 2, 2:38 p.m.
A 19-year-old Kamola resident
reported that her quick release
front tire was stolen off her bike.
The bike was locked to the nearby
bike rack and the tire was worth
$60.

window in the SUB, causing $350
in damage. Central police chief
Steve Rittereiser said he did not
think it was an attempt to break
into the building and there are no
suspects.

An Alford-Montgomery resident
reported a residential burglary that
occurred on Sept. 2~, around 8:30
p.m. The victim said his door was
open while attending a meeting
and when he returned he was missing 15 compact discs valued at

A construction fence blew over
in the J-8 (SUB) parking lot, hitting a 1985 Toyota Corolla.
Damages include severe scratches
and dents to the car's hood, roof
and trunk and add .up to a $1000
loss for the 37-year-old owner.

Tuesday, Oct. 3, 6:55 a.m.

$200.
Monday, Oct. 2, 8:30 p.m.
A rnck was thrown through a

One of the lanterns in the Japanese gardens was knocked over
causing $50 damage.

Wednesday, Oct. 4, 9:55 a.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 3, 1:58 p.m. ·

larly checked out by residents but

close to a snake cage and it hurned a
one inch hole into the side or the
wooden cage. There was minor damage, no names, and fortunately the
snake was not injured and did not
escape, Rittereiser said .

Wednesday, Oct. 4, 11:20
a.m.

Friday, Oct. 6, 8:14 a.m.

Two Alford-Montgomery
residents reported that seven
compact discs were stolen
from their dorm room.
Estimated loss is $105, and
Rittereiser said this report
seems to be related to two other
incidents that occurred in the same
area. The campus police arc attempting to find suspects.
"If you leave your room, close
your door and ultimately lock.it to
prevent this walk-in type of theft,"
Rittcreiser said.

by Lisa Pemberton-Butler

Monday, Oct. 2, 4:35 p.m.

was never returned.
Campus police are interviewing previous borrowers and
will continue to do so until
the case is solved, Rittereiser
said.

Wednesday, Oct. 4, 5 p.m.

Wilson Hall managers reported

a missing VCR. The unit was regu-

Police responded to a 'quasi-fire'
when a heat lamp was pushed too

A dumpster in front of Farrell Hall
started smoking, and the Ellcnshurg
Fire Department came and put it
out, Ritterciser said.

Saturday, Oct. 7, 10:30 p.m.
A 19-year-old Alford-Montgomery resident reported that his window had been hroken. Estimated
damage was $125, and police found
no objects or projectiles that could
have broken the glass.

Sunday, Oct. 8, 9:12 a.m.
Campus police investigated a broken window in the Nicholson Pavilion, probably the night before.
Something was ·thrown up against
the glass causing $500 worth of
damage.

ROTC cadets aim high for scholarship awards
Moore is the wing comtend the fall quarter orientation meeting held on Sept. 20.
mander for Central' s DetachWhat he didn't expect was
ment 895.
He was selected out of a
a check for one thousand dolgroup of600 AFROTC students
lars .
Moore is a senior psycholin Washington state because of
ogy and sociology major from
his academic achievement and
Bellingham.
leadership abilities.
Just as surprised was his felHe was presented a $1,000 .
low cadet, Jeremy Vaughns.
scholarship by Lt. Col. Kuerz,
On Sept. 27, Vaughns, a sethe ROTC detachment'~ commanding officer.
nior majoring in leisure ser-

by Rob Kauder

Sports .editor
The Air Force ROTC unit on
campus, rested and refreshed
.from this. summer, has kicked
. off' the ' s:choa"I year 'with a few
unexpected surprises for its
cadets.
Cacfet-Col. B'rian Moore expected to see a fresh group of
prospective ROTC students at-

vices from Seattle, was
awarded the Patrick Welch
Memorial Scholarship.
Welch, a 1975 Central
graduate and former Air Force
ROTC cadet, was killed in November 1980 in a plane crash
near Cairo, Egypt.
Vaughns was presented the
scholarship by Welch's former
wife, Ruth Kennon, and their
daughter, Audrey.

The officers and staff of the
· detachment also recently recognized nine cadets for their
commitment to serve in the Air
Force following graduation,
Those nine students were
William Beatty, Kevin Boblet,
Ken Kaupp, Michael Kimbrel
and Darin Kolb.
Also: David McGourin, Rico
Santiago, Rick Vogler and Matthew Williams.

at Central Washington University
Study abroad in more than 50 different countries around the world_
Go on exchange to over 110 U.S. accredited universities in the U.S. and abroad
Learn a new language, culture and experience a different way of life
. Eam.·a~a~~mic credit while ful(i.lling .m~jor, minor aqd general education.requirements
.
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Two new counselors join Central ~.:r.•:.•·r~.: ~0.;.:r. ~. r.•.:'~·'·,;·i.:· .:P•..b;.~.•·
. .·
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by Gordon Coonfield

and Boman have diverse interests.
"I like hiking, running and socializing with friends," Boman
said. She also enjoys dancing to
Cajun music.
Andreasson is a painter, a fan of
romantic comedies, and a pr.actitioner of Tai Chi and Jeet Kun Do,
a martial arts form made famous
by Bruce Lee.
"It's kind of a multi-cultural view
of the martial arts," Andreasson
said, which can be summarized as
"taking what is useful." He hopes
to start a martial arts club at CWU .
Andreasson and Boman are two
. of the six c.o unselors on staff at the
center, which offers counseling
free to CWU students.
There is also a wide variety of
support groups and seminars available this quarter. For more information, contact the center at 963139 l between the hours of 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m.

Staff reporter

Ccntral's Health and Counseling Center welcomes to its staff
two new counselors, Karl-Erik
Andreasson and Judie Boman.
Both share a positive attitude
toward the prospect of helping students. in crisis.
"I like working with students and
counseling."' said Boman.
She's a part-timer who splits her
week between CWU and Central
Washington Comprehensive Mental Health.
Boman. who has worked at Central in the past, completed her
graduate studies at the University
of Washington. She did intern
work at Family Services of
Bellingham and Harhorview Inpatient Psychiatric Unit.
'"I want to use myself effectively,"
Karl-Erik Andreasson said.
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Garrett Wiedmeier/The Observer

Judie Boman and Karl-Erik Andreasson
He hails from Sweden, where he
did his undergraduate studies at
the UniversityofUmea, the "northern-most university in the world."
Andrcasson is most recently corning to us from Philadelphia's
Temple University, where he

taught, worked as a counselor, and
received his Ph.D.
Although they have a lot in common - they both have two children, enjoy their busy work schedules, and both look much younger
than they claim to be-Andreasson

l'.s .•.·1.•·.

ta! schools offering exchange programs to CWU students in Japan to
seven. Takushoku University in
Tokyo, Shirnane Women's Junior
College in Matsue and Shimane
International College in Hamada
now offer similar exchange pro-

grams.
Communication students can
travel to Napier University in
Edinburgh, Scotland, where a bilateral student exchange agreement
has been signed. Napier offers
courses in print journalism and public relations.
Zukroff said that a trip to Scot-

land would be an experience worth
while.
"Besides being one of the best
places in the UK to study, Napier is
small enough so that students can
feel they get individual attention,"
Zukroff said.
She indicated that Napier University was the same size as CWU,

IPPil!~e

by·Jerry Ockfen
Staff reporter

G<rology professor Charles
Rubin has been awarded
nearly $150,000 by the
National Science Foundation
fothis ·cont1nued work on :
excavating fault lines.
The.three year project is
·being conducted in Owens
Valley, California and
western Nevada in order to
learn more about earthquakes.

''These two areas were
chosen because the faults are
beautifully exposed, which
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Rubin has been excavating
·fault lines for five years with
studies in Los Angeles, the · ·
Mojave desert and Central
Asia. The two goals of his
.research are to understand
physics of the process and to
find ot:tt ~by earthquakes
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makes the process easier,"
Rubin said.
Rubin will be assisted by
geology professor Jeffrey
Lee. Together they will be
.measµring the slip in the
faults. The amount of slip
tells the magitude of the
earthquake. The greater the
slip the greater the earthquake.
The two Central professors
will be comparing th~ slip
from recent earthquakes to
the slip of other quakes in thy l
same area over time. Prima.: ·
rily. they wi 11 be using Argon
Isotopic Dating to figure out
when these earthquakes took

~matrix

Pepsi Cubes

.

f()r.istu(Jy

about 7 ,000 students.
Other destinations Central students can travel to where new agreements have been made include Ireland, India, and an internship opportunity on the Mediterranean island ofcCyprus for students interested in hotel and restaurant management.

fi~IR

.· .· ·. .•··. •.

.. ·····

ABROAD: New exchange agree1nents include Ireland
From page 2
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. come in clusters.

Men's or Women's
expires 10/31195
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STUDENT ESSENTIALS: PAGING SERVICES
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Flu season has hit the area and
flu shots will be offered at the
Hal Holmes Community Center.
Needles will begin sticking at
noon and will continue until 7
p.m.
The first day for shots is Oct.
·:23·arn;l"\,\li!l be available until
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you will get the first month's service and installation absolutely free!
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ASCWU: sets goals, addresses issues
From Page 1
dents and student government. "We're working on a 'for your
information' newsletter and a calendar of events,'-' Allen s~id.
She hopes the two projects will
make students more aware and
involved in various ASCWU
events-.
Allen is a junior and a public
relations major. One of her current projects involves planning
various homecoming events.
"We're working really hard
with other committees to make
homecoming really different,"
Allen said.
Chris Ballard, vice president for Organizations, is a senior.
He's double majoring in finance
and econ-o mics.
Ballard is working to change
the focus of ASCWU senate. He
would like to see the senate work
as more of a communication tool
for the ASCWU.
"Through some motivational
tools, I hope to change the focus
of the senate," he said.
Another one of Ballard's
projects will be ensuring that recognized organizations that attend
senate meetings regularly will
have priority on the SUB' s resources.
Eventually, Ballard wants to
designate a club work area in the
SUB for sign production.
Shannon Cutler, vice president
for Student Life and Facilities, is

a public relations major. Bring- campus-wide issues.
"We'H meet on Wednesdays
ing a third year of experience to _
from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Owhi
the BOD with her, Cutler said
Room (for the equity and serthis year's board members work
vices council)," Ross said. "Evtogether very well.
eryone
is welcome."
"This is proba_b ly the best board
Vice
President for Academic
I've seen in the past three years,"
Affairs Paulette Jon ville is ajun- Cuter said.
ior accounting major.
Two of her major duties -inJonv;Jle said one of her first
clude planning the usage of the
· projects will be creating a -uniSamuelson Union Building.
versity committee handbook.
Cutler said she wants to make
"To me that's a.really importhe SUB more student oriented.
tant part of the university that a
Debi Ross, vice president for
lot of people don't know about,"
Equity and Community Services,
she said.
is working on creating an equity
Jonville said she has an open
and services council to deal with
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Workshop
Mon. & Thurs. evenings 7-9 pm
Call to reserve space

Good Selection of Greenware & Bisque

FLOWER BASKET
962-5303

Gepner, a senior majoring in
political science, invi_tes students
to call him or stop by his office in
SUB 116.
He's trying to establish an
emergency contact phone list.
Gepner said with the phone list,
he can notify students on the bills
that will affect them.
Then the students can call their
senators and persuade them how
-to vote, he said.
Gepncr's October projects include organizing a voter registration drive and looking for students that want to join the Washington Student Lobhy.
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BMB RAMl500MB hard drive,
Power, PC 601 processor, quad-spee,d CD-ROM
drive, W color monitor, keyboard and mouse.

Macintosh Performd 6214CD

8 MB RAM/1000 MB hard drive, Power PC 603
processor, quad-speed CD-ROM drive,
15• rotor monitor, keyboard, mouse and
all the softwareyou're likely to need.

Internet, maybe even have sonie fun. And still have some change left over for a
fully balanced meal. (A dog, a bun, chili, cheese and onions: that's four food 1_
groups, right?) Visit your authorized Apple reseller today.
And get a taste of real power. The power to be your bese
1l

Apple •

3

For more information contact
Nils Tonsmann or Blaine Wilson at the University Store

963-1335

I

OFF Houn:6a111•fp111 :

1&/31/95
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Power Macintosh• 7200'15 w/CD

Now it's easy to meet both your daily nutritional requirements and your college
computing requirements without blowing your measly student budget. Because
Macintosh· computers are on sale. Which _means now you can get everything- all
the hardware-, software and accessories-you need to improv. . :·· :.:ir GPA, surf the

1
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

Ceramics

201 N. Pearl

door policy for students with
questions and concerns about academic policies.
Tony Gepner, vice president
for Political Affairs, said there
are several legislative issues students need to be aware about this
fall.
"The biggest thing is the direct
lending cut and ~lash bi-11,"
Gepner said.
With this bill, the senate is trying to tc,lx each institution at .85
percent.
_
That would add up to about
$175,000 for Central to bear in
fees each year, Gepner said.

.

Offers expire October 13, 1995. © 1995 Apple Co'mpufer, 'Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, tl1e Apple logo, Macintosh and "The power to be your bes/" are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc. CardShop Plus is a registered
trademark ofMindscape. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to individuals with disability. 7b learn more (U.S. only), call 800·600-7808or11Y 800-755-0601.
.

Personal LaserWriter" 300

7bner cartridge and cables induded.
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Don't be paranoid,
just use your brain

.C LETTERS:;>
Omission
of faculty
corrected

participated and helped us far
exceed our goal of 58 pints collected.
The Department of Public
Safety and Police Services would
like to express our appreciation
to all the donors and volunteers
who made this possible. Thanks
for your generous support of this
project.

It is easy to forget Lhe trouble that other cities have to deal with
when your car takes that off-ramp from I-90 and you find yourself
entering Ellensburg.
Any town where most of the traffic lights shift from their normal
To the Editor,
pattern of green, yellow and red to a blinking warning cannot
possible hold any danger to those of us who make it our temporary
Thank you for putting together
home.
Steve Rittereiser, Director
Unfortunately, however, this is not true. One has only to read
such a thorough first edition of
Public Safety & Police Services
Campus Cops to hear about how crime has manifested itself around
The Observer. It was a pleasure .
us.
to read about all of the new events
Bicycles, CDs, leather jackets and wallets find themselves
and happenings that have marked
missing. Cars are vandalized or stereos ripped from their dashthe new academic year.
boards.
'
However, I am disappointed
Another thing to keep an eye on is your bookbag and backpack.
about an omission in one of your
Many student have returned to find their expensive textbooks stolen
articles. On page three appears a
and thier belongings missing.
short article entitled "Central adds
Along these same lines, it does not make sense to have large sums
38 to Staff." In it, you failed to
of money in your wallet or pocketbook when you go to the gym. It
mention two new faculty memis just to hard to keep these things from finding their way into the
bers in our department: Stephanie
wrong hands.
Johnson of the Asia University
It would be nice to be able to point a finger to a single person for
America Program and Sharon
each crime, but the fact of the matter is that most stolen property is
Wi11oughby
of the University
never recovered. Some things are just too hard to identify.
English
as
a
Second Language
You may be asking if there is any answer to this problem. Well,
Program.
I
was
surprised that Dear Student,
not entirely.
these
two
exceptional
women
The most important thing is to remember to protect yourself.
This is a busy time for you.
were not mentioned. They are an
This doesn't mean that you should walk around campus with a
important and fundamental addi- But while you are choosing
baseball bat ready to make the first seedy character you encounter
tion to our department, and I classes and making decisions
see stars. But it might make sense to walk with a buddy, especia11y
would have liked to have seen that will help you build a good
at night.
them acknowledged as new fac- life for yourself, the CongresDo not be afraid to use these emergency call poles peppered
sional majority is working to
throughout campus. These have been placed there in the event of
ulty. _
an actual emergency.
make drastic cuts in education
Locking your car is another simple action that . m~y save you a
Sincerely.
• :..:
_.in _your · ~tudent loans, in :na<
trip to the police station to fill out u ~tolen_ property. report. Given a · ·Stacia Zukroff
· · ·. · .tibhal sttvl.Ce and even in yo.ur
choice between a locked car and one with open_ door, even the
Study Abroad/Exchange Advisor scholarships. And the cuts will
stupidest of crooks would try the unluckcd door.
jeopardize the future you and
Even with locked doors, it would probable pay to keep any
your generation are working tovaluables out of view of passersby.
wards.
As much as Ellensburg seems to be the kind of town where it is
I want you to know that I opsafe to keep your doors unlocked, in reality it is not. It has nothing
pose these cuts. I will do everyto do with how nice and kind your neighbors arc. Your neighbors
thing in my power to fight them
are just as husy as you are and may not be around to sec exactly
and to see to it that the dream of
who was sneaking around your place.
higher education remains real
It is equally important for those that live in dorms to keep their
for all Americans. I will do this
doors locked, and not to let people in who you do not know. Those
not only by d,~:· .·n di ng the oplocked front doors arc on the dorms for a reason - to keep out
portunities of those of you who
To the Editor:
those without keys .
are already in college, but by
I am not trying to give the impression that Ellensburg is a crime
On September 28, l 995 area opening the doors further to
infested metropolis, just the opposite. Ellensburg is a fantastic
law enforcement, working in part- make sure that even greater numplace to live, and is full of friendly people who arc always willing
nership, sponsored a blood drive bers of deserving A_mericans
to lend a helping hand. But the most important helping hands you
with the American Red Cross : have the chance to stand where
have arc those gripping the edges of this paper, so make the most of
Over 80 donors, mostly students, you stand today.
them.

Clinton
addresses
balanced
budget

.. .

:>.... . . .

Thanks to
donating
students

For the first time in a long time,
leaders for both parties are resolved that we must balance the
federal budget. From the day I
took office, I've been committed
to this goal - to getting rid of the
federal' budget deficit that quadrupled our national debt in the 12
years before I came to Washington. So far, we have made great
progress. In three years. we have.
cut the deficit nearly in half, from
$290 billion to $160 billion.
Now we are ready to eliminate
the deficit entirely. On this, the
Congressional majority see eye to
eye.
But just how we get rid of the
deficit is another matter. The majority in Congress wants to balance the budget in seven years,
and do it while giving an unnecessarily large tax cut. But in order t.o
do these things, the Congressional
majority would make enormous
cuts in education.
My balanced budget plan would
take more years than Congress' to
eliminate the deficit, but that's a
sma11 price to pay to keep your
scholarships, your student loans
and national service safe and well.

See CLINTON/ page 7

~ETt~R WRltE~S:. : •
All letters must be submitted by 3 p.m .' Friday before
the week of publication date.
Letters must be typewritten
and less than 300 words.
All letters MUST include
your name and phone num~
ber for verification. Please
write to the reader rather
than to any specific person.
The Observer reserves the
right to edit forlength, style,
grammar, libel and matters
of taste.

S~nd l~Ue~~ ~q: . f?ouil19~ •.
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or ~ring them tg th~ new$,.
room (Bouillon -22~. 9.63=-:
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CLINTON: Prez discusses current deficit cutting proposal
Fro~

Harbor, where I took part in cer- And your family may have
emonies marking the 50th anni- worked long hours and made great
versary of the end of the Second sacrifices to help you get to wh~rc
World War. In the late 1940s, you are today.
You d.e serve the nation's supwhen the veterans we honored
left their loved ones to go off an·d- po~t ~ And your future success
serve their country, they were the will likely repay our common inage most of you are now.
vestment. I do not accept the
When they came home, the arguments of those who condemn
country recognized their service irresponsibility in young Ameriand their potential, and it re- cans and then seek to deny the
sponded with the G.I. Bill, which nation's helping hand to millions
guaranteed a college education of you who arc doing the right
to every returning veteran. Those things.
who served wercn 't given a handI hope you'll support my efout, and they didn't want _one. forts to protect education and
They were given the opportunity balance the budget. The fight for
they needed to take responsibil- education ·is the fight for your
ity for their lives.
future.
Your generation has its own
In my life - and in the lives of
battles to wage. You face the countless Americans - educachoice of doing something right tion has meant the difference beand difficult or something tween the impossible and the poseasy and wrong.
sible.
In taking on the responsibility
It should be true in your lives,
of education yourselves, you have too. With your help, we'll keep it
chose the right and difficult path. that way.
You did the work you had to do to
get into college. You may be William J. Clinton
working now to pay your way. -President of the United States

page 6

It woulg also preserve our abi1ity
to protect the environment and
the integrity of Medicar~ for our
older citizens.
Balancing the budget is about
more than numbers. It's about
our values and our future. Education. has always been the currency
the American Dream.
When J·was your age, it was as~umed - based on our long history - that each generation
would have a better life than the
preceding one. More than anything else, a good education is
the way we pass this vision on
those who come after us.
The facts speak for themselves.
Earnings for those with no postsecondary education have fallen
substantially in the last 15 years.
The only people for whom earnings have increased steady are
people exactly like you - those
repayment options and saves taxAmericans with more education. to college.
• Protect our direct-lending payers, parents and students bil· Every year of higher education
increases your earnings by six to program, which makes student lions of dollars.
I recently returned from Pearl
12 percent. Those years also loans more affordable, with more
mean a stronger overall economy
and richer lives for those who
have them.
Balancing the budget will be
good for our economy and your
PRINCIPLES of S 0 UN D RETIREMENT
future if it's done right. But simply balancing the budget won't
do us much good in the long term
if your generation does not have
the education it needs to meet the
challenges of the next century.
Just think over what the Congressional majority's plan, if it
went through, would do to you,
your classmates and any of the
one out of two college students
who receives financial aid. It
would:
• Raise the cost of student ·
loans by $10 billion over seven
years by charging you interest on
your loan while you are in school.
This would increase the cost of a
college education by as much as
$3, 100 for undergraduates and
$9,400 for graduate students.
• . Deny up to 360,000 lowi ncome students desperately
needed Pell Grants in 1996.
• Shut down Americorps, our
national service initiative, which
give thousands of young people
the chance to earn and save money
for college while serving their
country.
By contrast, my balanced budget plan builds on the national
consensus that we must help

of

l?e~rle ,he~p ~~erri~~ly~~·. t.hf9l!S~ .
the power of education . It elimi- .
nates both cir: OU; cierfdts:'. our .
oudget deficit and our edttcat'ion
deficit. My plan cuts wasteful
spending by more than $1 trillion, but it also increases investments in education by $40 billion
over the next seven years.
Think over how my balanced
budget plan would guarantee you
future and all the hard work
you'reabouttoputintoit. Itwi11:
• Increase funding for Pell
Grants by $3.4 billion. Almost
one million more students would
b\.:11cfit from the scholarships.
And we would raise the top award
to $3, 128 by the year 2002.
• Expand Americorps to let
even more young Americans
SC(V_e. their .C.OJ11Q1iil.liti~ (Jgq £0 .

INVESTING
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or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-defend
annuities designed to help build additional assets -money that
can help make the difference between living and living u•e//
after your working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your salary
on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so
you start saving on taxes right away. \Vhat's ~ore, any
earnings on your SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive
them as income. That can make a big difference in how painful
your tax bill is every year.

As the nation's largest retirement system, we offer a wide
range of allocation choices-from TIAA's traditional annuity,
with its guarantees of principal and interest, to the seven
diversified investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity.
What's more, our expenses are very low," which means more of
your money goes toward improving your future financial health.
To !ind out more, call our planning specialists at
I 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA information
kit, plus a free slide-calculator that shows you how much SRAs
can lower .vt111r taxes.
Call today-it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. 511
•s1an1!ar>J d P""r:, ln.wrnnrt &tin!! Ann!yJtJ, 1995; Lipper Analytical Sen·iccs, Inc., l•rru-JJirrr/,,,-,1 · Annlyltetr! {).1111, 1995 (Quanerlv ).
CREF certalicatcs arc distributed by TIAA-CR~:F lndi,·idual and Institutional Services, Inc. For more rnmplete infonnation, induJing «·hargcs
and expenses, call I ~-842-2733, ext . 5509 ror a CREF prospectus. ReaJ the prospectus .-arel'ully before you invest or semi money.
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Half Acre Day ntakes sonte noise
by Laura Lucchesi
Staff reporter
It's a name that's heard a lot
on campus these days. No, it's
not 0 -.J. or the Mariners.
The name is Half Acre Day, a
band that's been walking the
road to fame for a year and a
ha! L Half Acre Day is working
on producing a CD in the near
future. They currently have a
demo tape entitled "Dad Said"
that is available at Rodeo
Rec·ords.
The band members are Marty
Ballew, 21, vocals and guitar;
Matthew Cory, 21, vocals and
bass; Matt Kristiansen, 23,
vocals and guitar; and Aaron
McMullen, 23, vocals and
drums. All four guys are seniors
at Central.
The guys met by luck and
circumstance. Kristiansen and
Ballew were neighbors in
Barto, a residence ha! I on
campus, and Kristiansen and
Cory had a class together. The
three hooked up and started to
play some music. All they
needed was a _drummer.
McMullen entered the picture.
The first time all four sat down
to play, a bond was formed and
the band was born.
"It was incredible, the most
amazjng thing I've ever seen. l
knew whatever we did after that
would be very productive, a lot
of fun and successful," Bal Jew
recalls.
The name was a product of a
late night "bull" session.

by Erick Hazelton
Leaving a lasting impression,
CL·111ral alumni James Porter and
JclTWl1l'1.'lerwill bcexhihiLing their
"Double Agent" collahorative
drawings of Franklin Ackerley in
Seattle's Metropolis Contemporary
An Gal_lcry. Exhibition dates arc
Oct. 5 through Oct. 28.

..

,.

..

..

.

,.

. - ...

-

During a side conversation,
Cory was reminiscing about
long childhood days in his
backyard-- a whole half acre of
childhood
wonderland.
Kristiansen picked up on the
catchiness of half acre. Day was
added, and Half Acre Day was
born.

Childhood is a recurring theme
with Half Acre Day.
"Kids are a treasure trove of
stuff to talk about." Kristiansen
said. Several songs on the
group's demo have childhood
as a subject.
"That's when life is keen,"
McMullen added.

That keenness, mixed with
their
different
musical
backgrounds, have created a
unique eclectic sound that has
become the band's trademark.
Cory has a definite bluesy,
mellow, groove to his singing.
Ballew and McMullen on the
other hand have a more upbeat,

happy sound mixed with
considerable vocal talent.
Kristiansen sings · with a
harder, more ·serious edge
combined with a melodic sound
that has come through years of

See BAND/page 11

The ;,Double Agent" exhibit
sequentially progresses around the
gallery. The drawings tell the
story of two sisters as they growup and blossom into women. The
two girls start out as Girl Scouts at
an early age and become the top
two cookie pushers in their troop.

Staff reporter

--~-·

Matthew Cory, Aaron McMullen, Matt Kristiansen, and Marty Ballew of Half Acre Day compare toes.

Kim "Scout" Boxx plays some tunes for KCAT listeners.

see GALLERY/Page 17
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COPYRIGHT POLICY FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS

You walk away from the library
frustrated and upset because the
materi-als you need are checked
out, not there, or time constricts
your research. This is a common
dilemma for many students.
Browsing the World Wide Web
is one of the favorite pastimes in
America these days, but it can also
be an incredible tool for research.
To access information on a
particular topic, you must know
exactly where to go. This can be
just as time consuming as learning
to use a library for the first time.
Now students can access
multitudes of information, about
any topic, all in one location on the
World Wide Web.
It's calJed "Cognito!"
For those of you that aren't
familiar with the World Wide Web,
just click on the Netscape icon (or
any other browser) located on the
screen of your friendly Mac or PC.
Next, type the site name: "http://
www.congnito.com" in the 'goto
box'.
You will then be hurled into the
Web site of "Cognito!" where you
can access tens of thousands of
articles from major encyclopedias,
reference books, magazines,
pamphlets and Internet sources
combined into a single searchable
database.
This service offers similar
searching capabilities as Academic
Abstracts in Central's library.
Related articles offer further
searching exploration on the topic
retrieved.
"Cognito!" is accessible via any
of the major on-line services.
The service will be offered as a
monthly subscription which will
include unlimited searching and
browsing, and a number of articles
to download.
At present, the exact details of
pricing are not available but will
be announced soon, the company
said.
For now, visit ''Cognito!" and
preview the endless opportunities
and alternatives to accessing
information on the Internet.
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Ham-lam
Sun. Thurs.
llam-2am
Fri.& Sat

'

Br.eak a leg!

'

J:;:toN

,.._,~· ,

LAcn:: NtcHT

Thursday Nights
8:00 to 12:00 pm

Tuesday Nights
7:00 to 10:00 pm

It's all right here!
Behind McDonalds®

925-9921

ELLENSBURG

925-6941

Available In

Hot & Spicy or Bar-I-Que

8TH &ANDERSON

Served In Quantities

of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50or1001

Small 1 Topping pizza,
Twisty Bread or Salad,
2 Cans of Coca-Cola
Classic or Diet Coke .

Wings
When you buy any
Deep Dish Pizza at
.r~gular price
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Salad, Twisty Bread I

1 Medium 2 Topping
Pizza, plus your choice
of Domino's Twisty
Bread or Garden Fresh
Salad
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for only $249 with any I
pizza purchase
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53° OFF 53° OFF •Late Nite1

Ultimate

Deep Dish
$11

99

Toppings for only

~63~1(;}60:

~AM

I

Mondayb - Friday
5:00 to 6:00 pm
Friday and Saturday
8:00 to 9:00

--------r---------T---------T--------

16 bars qfmusic;i ., - ·
r For
i~formation, contact
fr9fessor .Breqda,,ft.ub})~cl at

NICHT

Monday Nights
DomesticPounders $ ~ .25

''1'11,
;
~
4-' ~ ~,\~-,,

TV Special Lunch _Wildcat Make it
$1 99
Special Special a Meal!
Buffalo
$699
$799
$249

~=;:~~~::::~

more

rouNl:!n

11/i ,?.

Buy any Deep Dish at menu price and get an order of Buffalo Wings for $1.99

~~ditio~j2g ~gz:~f~:frMY N~me ..

,~§. (t:!J~~;~ .~~~~~f~iqpr,f!P?re·.• ; .

2-2.8.2
When the sof•warc is to be used on a disk sharing
system, effort~ will be made to secure this software
from copying.

Ope11for
lunch
every day!

HOURS:

Tuesday Nights
.
From 9pm - closmg

in the event that continued posscsion or that compulCr
program should cease to be rightful."

2·2.8.3
University owned or licensed software may not be used,
copied, or distibutcd in any manner in violation or
2·2.8.1
University faculty, administrators, staff. and students license agreements or laws. University computing
will be expected to adhere to the provisions of Section resources and computing resources usL'CI on University
117 of Title 17 of the UnilCd States Code to allow for property may not be used in any manner to copy or
the making of a backup copy of computer programs.
distribute software in violation of license agn.>cmcnts or
That statute states. in part:
laws.
".. .it is not an infringement for the owner of a copy of a
computer progr.im to make or authorize the making of 2-2.8.4
another 1.-opy or adaption of that computer program
The legal or insurance proll.'Ctilm of the University will
provided:
not be extended IO faculty. administrators, staff. and
a. That such a new copy or adaption is created as an
students who violate copyright laws.
essential step in the utili1.ation of the computer
prugr.un in 1.'0njunction with a machine and that it is
2-2.85
used in no other manner, or
Nothing in this policy shall be deemed to apply lo
b. That such a new copy and adaption is for archival
computer programs or software products which lie
urposes only and that all archival copies are destroyed within the public domain.
<THIS IS A PAID ADVERTISEMENT)

,J~,mibwJn\d\nrr.lcw.lh.- 6' t1) (astialwll,!lkl'9r.ai"f'>

~/:-;,): :.;

-{or

2-2.8 Coll.Yrii:ht ix1fa;y Coe compu!Cr proi:rams
It is the policy ofCcntr.il Washington University to
adhere to the provisions of copyright laws in the arca
of computer programs. Though there continues lO be
cunuuvcrsy rcganling interpretation of these copyright
laws, the following pnx.'Cdun:s represent a sincere
effon to operaIC legally. Therefore. in an cffon to
diM.uurage violation of copyright laws and to prevent
such illegal activities:

~

any large pizza or

~~::iu~~~ ~~::iu~~~:

51OO 0

FF

any small pizza

$1199

any large pizza or ;

.

_

.

51 OO 0

•
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•
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I
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any small pizza

•
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Special ;

Good After 9:00 pm

·I Nightly Add wings
for
99

0

only $3
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YMCA "Week Without Violence" October 15 - 21 _

Thursday

Sunday

Wednesday

10/12/95

10/15/95

10/18/95

• Salt Co. meets at 8:30 p.m. at the CMA
Church on 14th & B St. All are welcome.

• Catholic Campus Ministry Mass held at 7
p.m. in the Mary Grupe Center.

• Cooperative Education Program Preemployment Workshop. "Applying for Coop Work Positions." 3 p.m. in
Barge 202F.
• • •,

• 5-mile Lake Squaw hike. Sign-up before
Sunday at Tent-n-Tube in the SUB.

Friday

10/13/95

•...

Monday

f)•- ••.....

10/16/95

Saturday

10/14/95

...............

••

• Campus Ambassador Christian
Fellowship & Ministry meets at 7 p.m. in
SUB 208.

·•' W

•

• ·cooperative Education Program Preemployment Workshop.-"Applying for Coop Work Positions." 3 p.m. in _Barge 202F.
• Faculty Recital Series. Joe Brooks,
saxophone. 8 p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall.

10/17/95

• CWU men's soccer vs. Whitworth at 3
p.m. at Tomlinson Field .

• Classic Film Series "The Slingshot"
McConnell Auditorium at 7 p.m., charge
$2.50.

• CWU women's volleyball vs. Simon
Fraser at 7 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion .

• Native American Council meets at 6:45
p.m. in the Chief Owhi Room in the SUB.

• CWU football vs. Simon Fraser at 1 :30
p.m. at Tomlinson Field~

• CWU women's volleyball vs. Alumni at 7
p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion.

•••••

Tuesday

.

• CWU women's soccer vs. The Evergreen
State College at 1 p.m. at the soccer field
NE of Tomlinson Field.

-• Black Student Union meets at 6 p.m. in
the Chief Owhi Room in the SUB.

• Salt Co. Bible study at 8:30 p.m. in the
Mary Grupe Center.

• Mariners vs. Cleveland. League Series
Game 3 will be shown at 5 p.m. in the SUB
Pit. S-p onsored by University Recreation.

,
~

• Alpha Epsilon Rho (AERho) video &
broadcasting club meets at 5 p.m. in
Bouillon 101, All are welcome.

• Public Relations Student Society of
American (PRSSA) meets in SUB 204. All
students are welcome.

..• ...
·-

.9 ' · • '

...

\:•'

••• ,

~··

Thursday

10/19/95
.

• Salt Co. meets at 8:30 p.m. at the CMA
Church on 14th & B St. All are welcome.

I

,
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WEDNESDAYS
I

.......
......
'

'

1

: ARE MEN'S DAYS! :
I
I
I

7 DAY CARIBBEAN
$ 5°0 DISCOUNT
Bring this coupon in and
receive $5 off.
expires 11-1-95

WEDNESDAYS ONLY!
WITH MICHELLE

The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 1996

Requirements
. • Have an excellent command of 'the English language
•Obtain abachelor's degree by June 30, 1996
• Be aU.S. citizen
• Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year

·"

Applications are now available for program beginning August 1996. For more infonnation, contact The Consulate
General of Japan, Two Union Square Building, 601 Union Street, Suite 500, Seattle, W~ 98101, (206) 224-4374, or call
i ~ 800-INFO-JET (1-800-463-6538).

STARTING AT $474 50 p.p.d.o.
3rd

& 4th person cruise free
on same departure
Limited Availability

ELLENSBURG TRAVEL INC
200 N. PEARL
925-6933

The ·Gbservet ,
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BAND: Members find balance between school and music Got Talent?
From Pages
work.
One thing that makes this
band stand out is having a
variety of sounds a~d styles.
Half Acre Day also combines
an intense passion and firm
knowledge about their music.
"When there's a good band,
there's something there, and
people can see it and feel it,"
Cory said. "I think we have
that; people see it.".
"We're dynamic people with
a flair for music, and our
passion really shows through,"
Ballew expanded.
Half Acre Day has matured
steadily over time.
"We're a lot tighter, we're
more aware of not only who we
are musically, but who we are
personally, which allows us to
interact even better as a band,"
Kristiansen said.
To help out on the business
aspect, the band has an acting
manager. Son Tissell. Tissell
has a lot of confidence in Half
Acre Day. ·
"They're a band to watch, to
keep an eye on," Tissell said.
"They're just going to keep
growing."
She predicts that in a few years
the band's status could be
comparable to that of the band
'Live.'
The band has plenty of ups
and downs to deal with.
Relationships, school and
health problems have to be dealt
with.

T h r e e
Each guy
shows were
t a k e s
"lfwe can keep
postponed
something
because
different
from
our momentum,
Kristianbeing in Half
we're going to
sen 's ulcer
Acre
Day.
have a hit one day.
perforated.
Ballew
uses
Although
energy
from
the
I know it."
plenty of
band to keep his
people
outlook
were dispositive .
- Marty Ballew
appointed,
Kristiansen
the strong
likes to share
show
of
the music with
support
people.
from friends and fans have
McMullen loves the
touched all the guys.
friendships with the other guys
"This will only make us and the spiritual aspect of
stronger as a group," McMullen "being at?Ie to reach out and
said.
make people feel, with

something intangible."
Cory agrees, adding that it's a
personal high to be around the
music.
All the guys agree that time
management is the biggest
struggle.
Trying to find a balance
bet ween school, life and music
Kristiansen said simply, "You
just gotta."
"The next year will determine
a lot," McMullen said.
With
the
drive
and
determination ·of the band, they
will find a way to make it.
Ballew ended with this
thought, "If we can keep our
momentum, we're going to have
a hit one day. I know it."

Ware Fair
needs you
Musicians are wanted to
perform during the annual
Ware Fair that is to be held in
the SUB.
This is a paid job and will
offer a salary of $50 per h6ur.
If you are interested, contact
Amy at 963-3315 for more
information.

Memb«

WILLIAM R. MEYER, O.D., P.S.
THE EYE AND CONTACT LENS CLINIC

Office Hours
By Appointment

1

llll~

1

111111'.

American Optomdric
Association

511 North Pine Street
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 925-1000

POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CARE

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS~
*ACCURATE INFORMATION ON ALL OPTIONS
*MEDICAL AND COMMUNITY REFERRALS
*POST-ABORTION SUPPORT
*NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
ELLENSBURG PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
- . , 409 N. PINE ST.
925-2273

t1i19'

Welcome Back
OFFICE OF LEGISIATIVE AFFAIRS
AND WASHINGTON STUDENT LOBBY
Welcome back Central students, and for you Freshman and
transfer students, welcome to Central! This will prove to be
another busy year for the Office of Legis!ative Affairs
(OLA), and Washington Student Lobby (WSL). Now, more
than ever we need your help in showing our legislators that
students' concerns cannot be ignored. The following are
programs to be implemented this quarter:
--- Emergency Contact Phone List (For urgent issues)
--- Voter Registration Drive
--- WSL/OSL Northwest Student Leadership Conference in
Portland on Nov. 3-5. Guest speakers Councilman Ron Sims,
Senators Patty Murray and Mark Hatfield!
To get involved with WSL or OLA, or if you're
interested in the leadership conference, stop by our office
in SUB 116 or call 963-1682.
Tony Gepner
Tom Borland
Rick Vogler
VP Political Affairs
Legislative .Liaison
Asst. Director

Next Senate Meeting Oct. 25, 1995
6:00 P.M. Chief Owhi Room.
Don't Forget to recognize your
Clubs? For Information
Call 963-1693.

Next B.O ..D~ 1Y1eeting ·
Tuesd~y

OC;toper.17, 199.5
4:00-6:00 p·.m.
Sub :Rm. ·210 ..
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The Best Way To Save Money On Stuff
(Other Than Borrowin~ Your Roommate's).
Roommates tend to get weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny

I ~1~!!:.,;;;
I ,.,;.
II
II

.II
II

enough as it is. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money.'".
r -------
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Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of
top-quality videos at discount prices. All videos
are priced at $ 9 _95 or less and are IOO% satisfaction
guaranteed. Act now and get one video FREE
when you buy three and use your MasterCard•
Card. Call 1_ 800 _55 1-() 262 for your FREE catal
d k fi
h CO LLEGE M
y J
og an as or t e
aster a u es"

offer # l 081-5999.
1

:

i

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE

i
50% OFF FILM PROCESSING
Holdontothegoodtimesandyourmoney,too.
Take 50'Y.1 off the regular price of processing and
printing on the first set of prints at MotoPhoto,
when you use your MasterCard• Card. Call
1-800-733-6686 for the location nearest you.
Limit I. Offer Not Valid Without This Coupon.
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Shopping is easy at America 's premier specialty
retailer of gift, fitness, recreational, travel, apparel
and more. Save 15% on a purchase of$75 or more
when you shop at any of our 75 store locat10ns or
by nm! order. Call 1-800-344-4444, 24 hours a
d
d
k
fi d h
ay, 7 ays a wee ' to m t e store nearest you or
for a FREE catalog. Coupon Re 4 nired. Offer and rnupon
vJlid 81_15/'15 ~o 12/31 /Y5 . Offn vJlid only on purd>Jscs usm~ a .
M.iste r<.ud' <.ard. Ther« .ire .1 l111111<J numb«r 0 f 11 mis to wh1d1 this
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PURCHASEOF$750RMORE ,

WordEx ress makes it easy to create great looking
reports, t~rm papers, essays and more. Top of the
. fi
f:
d
d
fi
1 1me eature set, ast an easy to use. 1nc 1u es pro esI sionally designed Resume Templates. Only $29.95
I
h
M
C d'C d
d
.
: w en you use your aster ar
ar a~ n~entt0n :
offer
WXO-MC.
To
order,
call
1-800
998
4555.
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Rtm into Herman 's and save. Take 20% off your
next purchase of regular priced merchandise when
you use your Master~ard' Card. Find ~veryching
you need at Herman s ... We Are Sports. Offer
excludes certain merchandise. Coupon Required.
.
Offa Jlld coupon vJhd 8/ 15/'J5 to l~/3 1 /'J5 . Olfrr ,·.1hd only"" purd1.1>e> usmg, Ma>1nL1rd' <..rd. Surrender coupon .u_mne ol purd1a>e.
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Join for only S15, instead of the regular $60 annual
membership. Then enjoy FREE lift tickets and savings
up to 50"!.1 on lift tickets, resort lodging and dining,
etc., at top resorts East and West. A great gift for
skiers/snowboarders. Call 1-800-800-2SKI (2754) to
join or for details and specials in your favorite areas
and mention offer #15MCSKI. Plus look for us on the
internet at URL http://www.skicard.com/skicard
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Save 25%1 off the .regular price_of the Aerosmith
collecnon, featurmg all the ongmal Columbia ,
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KCAT sends
strong signals
by Jen Kandzor
Staff reporter

into their new office, which is
located by the outside door to the
SUB by Tent-n-Tube. This office/
What if one day you open your studio space is much bigger than
mail to find free CDs, t-shirts, their old space.
stickers, videos and tickets to see
"Our new office is great. Finally
some of your favorite bands.
we're not disturbing anyone, and
Then you jump on the horn and the support from the administration
talk to a few promo. reps. of such is very helpful," said co-music ·
bands as Everclear, Throwing director Flop.
Muses and Foo Fighters, or even
Until the station goes out over the
have a phon·e interview with airwaves,youcanstillfindthemon
Matthew Sweet. Then, when all 91.5 through the cable station.
that is taken care of, hang out in the
Basically, if you live on campus,
studio for a few hours and listen to , use the second cable outlet and
some really great music.
hook it up to your stereo. Or, if you
Seem like a great way to spend live off-campus, buy a splitter and
your days? Well, it's all this and use the cable you already have.
more in the day in the life of a
As of now, the station is still
KCAT disc jockey. ·
ruffling through paperwork,
For a number of students here at mission statements, finding a spot
Central, this is becoming a reality. for the tower, and. finding an
These students are running the engineer to put it all together so
show and invest a lot of time for that the station can be broadcast
your pure listening enjoyment: over the air.
station supervisor, Kim Boxx
Their goal is to be on air by spring
(Scout); co-music directors, Mike quarter, but realistically they are
Ward, and Tom Devlin (Flop); looking at fall of 1996.
general manager, Chris Hull;
Each quarter brings new DJs, like
program director, Kendahl Cruver; freshman Jay Santos.
news director, Tim Hamm; and
"I decided to become a DJ to keep
r~venue director, Brien Bartels.
myself out of trouble, but mainly
·while KCA T's main format is because it's a great experience and
college-alternative, the station does to get my foot in the door here at
.qffer some varia~ions.
Central," Santos said.
)n the next year, KCAT will be
Like Santos, many new faces are
undergoing several big changes. trying to break into the college radio
Over the summer KCA T moved scene .

•

_ _._.

Mike "Flop" Devlin sports the Michael Jackson brace.
Typical training for new DJs
entails three, one-hour, in-studio
sessions and one, three-hour session
using all the equipment.
All regular shifts are three hours,
except mornings which are one hour
to accommodate class schedules.
Station hours are from 7 a.m. to 1
p.m., and from 3 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Typically station managers put in
15 to 20 hours a week, and DJs put
in between 3 to 5 hours.
These students really have a great
time.
Are you still interested?
Meetings are Mondays at 4 p.m.
in the SUB Yakama room.
"Anyone who has a heartbeat is
·welcome," Flop said .
If you have questions or want to
hear your favorite song on the
station, give them a call at 9632311, they'd be more than happy to
hear from

~~ihf fEan ~

EARN MONEY
FOR YOUR
FAVORITE CWU CLUB OR
SPORTS TEAM AT
ADVANCED HAIR CARE .
Book an appointment with Tim and receive
20 % off all services. On all subsequent
appointments, Tim will donate 10 % of
his net profit to your favorite
CWU club or sports team.

you.
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Wildcats crush Loggers, 52-6
by Curt Nelson
Staff reporter
Central' s 25th ranked football
tea·m bounced back from last weeks
devestating loss to PLU by jumping out to a big lead Saturday against
the University of Puget Sound.
They never looked back and finished off the Loggers by a score of
52-6.
Head coach Jeff Zenisek said he
was impressed by the way the team
was able to bounce back after a
slow start at practice last ~eek.
"They were drained on Monday,
TuesdayandWednesday,butthings
got back to normal by Thursday"
said Zenisek.
The Wildcats home opener got
off to a quick start. In their first
play following kickoff, the 'Cats'
senior quanerback Jon Kitna connected with senior wide receiver
E.J. Henderson on a 58 yard scoring strike. By the half-way point in
the first quarter, Kitna had connected with sophomore running
back Josh Woodard, and junior wide
receiver Kenny Russaw on 14 and
I 0 yard touchdown passes, respectively.
·
Kitna finished the day with 281
passing yards, leaving him 104
yards shy of breaking the CFA's

all-tirµe passing yardage record. He
also threw four touchdown passes
before, leaving the game early in
the third quarter. Henderson also
had a big day catching eight passes
for 143 yards and one touchdown.
The Wildcats ran for 165 yards,
led by senior running back Jamie
Christian who had 13 carries for 67
yards including a touchdown.
After giving up 35 points last'
week to Pacific Lutheran University, Central's defense rebounded
by holding the Logger's offense to
6 points. UPS managed only 176
yards of offense and only 68 through
the air.
The Wildcats defense also scored
two second half touchdowns; the
first on a 26 yard fumble return by
junior safety Craig Bill, and the
other was a 39 yard interception
return by junior cornerback Rico
Brown. The interception was the
second on the day for Brown.
In the second half the Loggers
never crossed mid-field and did not
advance beyond their own 43 yard
line.
"In the second half the kids got
used to the tempo of the game, and
relaxed a little," said Zenisek.
Next week Central opens its CFA
Mt. Rainier League schedule at
home against Simon Fraser University. Kickoff is at 1:30 p.m.

18 Seconds: Anatomy of a touchdown
Game time:
14.0 Seconds
L

· · The first play following
kick-off, Jon Kitna
connects with receiver
E.J. Henderson.

Game time:
16.5 Seconds
Receiver E.J.
Henderson, without
any significant
opposition from the
Loggers, sprints 58
yards downfield to
score the first of
many Central
touchdowns.

Go climb a ridge.

Game time:
18.0 Seconds
The Central
cheerleaders
attempt to whip the
crowd into a frenzy
following the
touchdown.
Courtesy of Capt. Bruce Simpson, USAF

Recently, Air Force ROTC Cadets from Central's Detachment
895 went for a conditioning hike up to "The Book" atop
Manastash Ridge. '"".
all photos by Garrett Wiedmeierrrhe Observer
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Saturday-14

Sunday-15

Monday-16

Tuesday-17

*JV Volleyball @
*Men's Soccer@
*Volleyball @
*Football vs. Simon
Evergreen State
BCC
Fraser, I :30 pm
UPS
*JV Volleyball @ *Women's Soccer vs. *Women's Soccer@
Concordia
LCC Invitational E~ergreen State,
*Men's Soccer@
l:OOpm
*X-Country @PLU
SPU
*Volleyball vs. Alumni
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Friday-13

Wednesday-18
*Volleyball vs. Simon
Fraser, 7 :00 pm
*Men's Soccer vs.
Whitworth, 3 :00 pm
*Women's Soccer@
Evergreen State

*Co-ed Soccer
*Flag Football
*Flag Football
*Co-ed
Volleyball
*Co-ed Volleyball
*Co-ed Volleyball
*Basketball

*Co-ed Soccer
*Co-ed Volleyball
*Basketball
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Mariners do the impossible
shot at the World Series. As the
fireworks exploded and the crowd
stood on its feet and cheered Sunday evening, a new group of sports
legends secured their berths in local history.
Now sitting with the likes of
Steve Largent, "Downtown"
Freddie Brown and Jack Sikma will
be people like Randy Johnson, Ken
Griffey Jr., Tino and Edgar
Martinez, and Jay Buhner.
· People from all over the state, and
indeed the nation, watched in awe
as the Mariners did what everyone
thought was impossible.
They came back from a two game
deficit to beat the New York Yan-

by Rob Kauder
Sports editor
For 19 years they came !2. the
K.ingdome to do what they did bestplay baseball. Most of that time,
however, their best wasn't so great.
Winning streaks were hard to
come by, and both winning sea~ons
and die-hard fans were a scarce
commodity.
Last Sunday that tradition
changed.
The Seattle Mariners finally came
of age.
As Ken Griffey Jr. rounded third
base and headed for home in the
bottom of the 11th inning Sunday
night, something happened.
Seattle, after all these years, finally has another winning team.
Sports fans may remember the
Supersonics shining moment in
1979 when they won the world
basketball championship. With
Coach Lenny Wilkens at the helm,
the team was propelled into the
national spotlight. Players like
Denni s Johnson, Wally Walker and
John Johnson became household
names.
Now the Mariners are having their
own moment in the limelight. They
clinched the American League
West title and now move on for a

kees; a feat that hasn't been accomplished since the San Diego Padres
did it back in 1984. It wasn't the
final game of the World Series, but
it was damn close.
They continued their streak Tuesday night, beating the Cleveland
Indians by a score of 3-2.
Now all of you die-hard fans out
there can say "I told you so," and
thumb your noses c:tt everyone who
swore it would never happen in
Seattle.
Better yet, point to the Mariners
brand new pennant.
It's their first.
And from the way things are looking, it probably won't be their last. .

..

!

Ken Pinnell/The Observe

Jay Buhner and Ken Griffey, Jr. get ready to take the field inj
the Kingdome.
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Officiating angers soccer coach
by Kim Echols
Staff reporter

Chris Urrutia!The Observer

Two Central blockers reject a Big Bend spike.

JV stOps Big Bend
by Zac Larson
Staff reporter
After aweek of frustration , which
- included a loss to Bellevue Community College, Central ' s JV vol. lcyball team rebounded with a decisive victory over Big Bend Community College. The . Wildcats
hosted Big Bend in Nicholson Pavilion on October 6.
"It was our best defensive game
of the year," said assistant coach
Jennifer Godinho. Lead by team
captains Sarah Fitzhugh and Julie
Helleson, Central played a perfect
match winning 3-0. The win im. proved their record to 6-1.
Iri the first game Central started
out from behind, but, as all good
teams do, they turned the power on.
The Wildcats won the firs,t game
15-10.
"It was nice to see them step up to
the challenge. They played with
that desire that all coaches want to
see," said Godinho.

Central proved to be too much in
the second game winning 15-7.
The Wildcats were lead by sophomore Allisen Reid. Reid jammed
the middle, blocking seven shots in
the second game.
"Because we've played them before, it was easy to anticipate where
they were going to hit the ball,"
said Reid.
Now with a commanding 2-0 iead
in the second match, Central took it
to Big Bend, starting with an eight
nothing lead. The Wildcats finished them with a 15-9 victory.
"It was nice to see them play hard
with that intensity after losing to
.Bellevue. When we play intense
we' re tough to beat," said Godinho."
The next stop for the Wildcats is
the Lower Columbia College Invitational.
"Even though we' re a young team,
I think we should do good," said
Reid.
The round robin tournament will
be held on Oct. I 3 and 14 at Lower
Columbia College.

The women '·s soccer team had a
very busy week. They had three
key games a-gainst Seattle Pacific
University, University of Puget
Sound, and Western Washington
University. Central had a victory
over SPU, a scoreless tie against
UPS, and a defeat against Western.
The Wildcats now hold a 6-3-2
record.
Central beat SPU on Wednesday
with a 3-1 win. Senior forward
Darcie Neil, sophomore forward
Abby Hovespian, and senior forward Erin Hamilton all scored goals.
"It was really nice to fina11y beat
them. We went after them and
played really hard," Coach Larry
Foster said, "This was our best total
team effort."
The weekend, however, proved
to be frustrating for the team because of officiating.
"This weekend was the most frustrating two games I have coached.
r ve never had two games where
the officials' calls determine the
outcome of the game," said Foster.
It 'was sunny on Saturday when
the Cats tied UPS 0-0 in overtime.
Both Kerry Moffat and Abby
Hovespian agreed that they should
have picked itupearlierin the game.
"We just had a bad weekend and
now we are trying to put it behind
us," commented Moffat.
There was a questionable call at
the end of overtime. Moffat was
knocked down by a UPS player
inside the goal box, and a penalty
kick call was not made.
Foster was upset with the call, or
lack thereof. After the game he
demanded an evaluation from the

Chris Urrutia!The Observer

Erin Hamilton fires a shot on goal against Western.
and Hamilton while they were in
the goal box. Moffat asked who the
call was on and the official told her
he didn't know.
"I think we played really well.
We concentrated and played for 89
minutes long and had a one minute
lapse and they scored," said Moffat.
"We're.really proud of this team.
Especially for how young it is,"
Foster said. "They are a gutsy
bunch of kids and left their hearts
and souls out on· that field."
"It's kind of unfortunate (the
calls) because it makes it tough for
us. It puts much greater pressure
on us to make it to the finals. we~ll
rise up to the occasion though,"
concluded Neil.
The Wildcats have a short break
before they play Evergreen State
on Saturday the 14th at I p.m

referee and told him, "My girls
played ·hard. They deserved that
call. You robbed my girls."
The women were right back on
the field the next day playing Western Washington.
As Foster puts it, he was back in
the same·nightmare with the officiating.
"We did everything we were supposed to do and it was taken away
from us," said Foster shaking his
head. The Wildcats. lost 3-2. ·
Darcie Neil said, "We played real
hard but we had no luck with the
referees. But we're not giving up."
There were a handful of calls
where it seemed the official blew a
whistle on Central right when they
were beginning tO pressure Western.
A handball was called on Moffat

.I
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DR. MYRON ·LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER
1011 N. Alder
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Men's Soccer

Sports
Briefs

The men's soccer team finally
broke their seven game winless
streak with an 3-1 upset victory over
Seattle Pacific University last
Wednesday. The Wildcat record is
now 3-8-1.
In order for Central to break the
three-way tie for fourth· place in the
Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference, they must win their games

against Western Washington and
Evergreen State this next week.
Central ended a ten game winning
streak for Seattle Pacific University.
Junior mid-fielder Jim Dempsey,
junior forward Slade Murphy, and
senior mid-fielder Casey Rein all
scored during the game. Dempsey
and Murphy both had assists also.
On Saturday, the 'Cats were defeated in a 4-1 game against Simon
Fraser. Simon Fraser outshot Ccn-
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tral 12-1 in the game.

Cross Country
Last Saturday, Central's men's
Cross Country team placed 13th and
the ·women placed 7th in the open
division of the SunDodger Invitational in Seattle. The top finisher for
the Wildcat men was freshman James
Day, who finished 28th with a time
of 27:12.95 on the 8,000 meter

course. For the women, senior
Rebecca Hill placed 18th with a
time of 19:24.36 on the 5,000 meter
course.
Both teams are on the road again
this w~ekend, traveling to Tacoma
for the Pacific Lutheran University
Invitational. FoJlowing this weekend, they have one more meet on
Oct. 21 in Bellingham before they
go to the regional l}lCet in Seattle on
Nov . 4.

GALLERY:
Ackerly appears
~t 1Vletr9pql\s

everyone perceives il:nages
different} y' these drawi llgs can
hold different stories.
But, .as a -whole it becomes

apparent they each represent a
split second in the girls' lives.
The artists didn't intend to tell
a story, but instead, their work
sort of wrote itself.
"None of this is preconceived,
right down to the individual
drawings," saidWh~eler.
These works ~merge from

their hands as a conversation;
first· between the two artists,
and then between "Mr"
Ackerley'~ ~nd pis audience.
Born about a year ago,
Franklin Ackerley is a project
d·ev~loped

py Porter.

~nd ?

Wheeler .
. The name

combinati<Jr(

or the
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PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING
APPLICATION KITS (also includes

Federal Stafford and CitiAssist Loan
Applications):

O CitiMedical Program
(for students of allopathic and
osteopathic medicine)

O CitiMBA Program
(for graduate business students)

O

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Apt. _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _Zip _ _ _ __
Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CitiEngineering Program

Social Security#_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(for graduate engineering students)

(To better service you, be sure to fill in the Social Security number above.)

O CitiNursing Program
(for graduate nursing students)

O CitiGraduate Program
(for graduate students of oil other
disciplines)

You are currently in: D college D graduate school

Year of graduation _ __

Field of study _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of college/graduate school _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MAIL THIS COUPON TO:
Citibank (NYS), Attn.: SLC
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948

J~l·-.·yr
::::

'4{

;::

Are you a previous student loan borrower? D Yes 0 No

I
I

__
...
- - -

OR CALL 1-800-692-8200 and ask for Operator 298.

VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http://www.loci.com/HO/village/Citibank/CSLC.html

CfflBAN~!!

I

. . .-

:

~ Jhursday.2 .Qctober 12,. 1,995

DEAN'S Radio& TV
Downtown Ellensburg

417 North Pearl Street

·The Observer
Staff meeting

TODAY

925-1828

Bouillon Hall
Room 111
4:00 p.m.

PIONEER
"TRUCKLOAD" SALE!
*

J.B.L.

M.T.X.

*

Sansui * Orion

*

Come one,
Come all.

Sanyo *. Zenith

HO~E STEREO
*All New Model Merchandise
* $30,000 Worth of Equipment
* U to 1/2 Price on Selected Models * Man "In - Store" S ecials !

CAR STEREO --Pioneer KE-1033B AM-FM
Supettuner In~Dash
Cassette Car Stereo
1/2 Price only $99

Pioneer GM-H22B
100 Watt 2-Channel
Car Stereo Amplifier
1/2 Price only$99

Pioneer TS-01630
6 112 80 Watt
Car Stereo Speakers
1/2 Price Only $39

Pioneer DEH -205B
AM-FM Supertuner
High Power C.D. Player
For Car Ouly $219

Pioneer PDD-M802B
Deluxe 12-Disc Home
C.D. Player/Changer
1/2 Price 9~1y $249

Sanyo High Power
Cassette Removable
Face With 10-Disc C.D. Changer
1/2 Price Only $399

JOIN THE OBSERVER
SPORTS STAFF
TODAY!

CALL 963-1073 FOR
DETAILS!

I

'

Power Macintosh" 6100
DOS Compatible w/CD

16MB RAMl500MB bard drive,
Power PC 601 proc,essor, CD-ROM drive,
15" color monitor, keyboard and mouse.

f

''

I l,

I
I

I

,·,

•

I

(Okay, now go back to whatever you

If

.i.

Power Macintosh" 7200(15 w/CD

8MB RAMl500MB hard drive,

Power PC 601 processor, quad-speed CD-ROM

drive, 15· color monitor, keyboard and mouse.

· ~--

_ We think your life would be vastly improved if you possessed this piece you could get your homework done faster. Then you'd have time for
of knowledge: Macintosh"computers are now available for less than the more important things in life. Anyway, sorry to
1 •'the already affordable student prices.Just think, if you had a computer, disturb you. Macintosh.The power to be your bese

Ap

p1e

.. ~

a

For more information contact
Nils Tonsmann or Blaine Wilson at the University Store

963-1335
Offers erpire Oclober 13, 1995. © 1995 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights resert'ed Apple, the Apple logo, Madnlosh and "Jbe pou·er lo be your best" are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc. Card.Shop Plus is a registered trademark ofMindscape. All Madntosh romputers are designed lo be acxessible lo indi1'iduals with disability. 7b learn more {US. onf)~, call 800-600-7808 orm 800-755-0601. Still readingi Maybe you should think about law school.

Personal LaserWriter" 300

Jbner cartridge and cables induded.

:'fhe Olfserver
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Rugby is a real kick in the grass
by Rob Kauder
Sports editor
On October 7, the CWU
Women 's Rugby Football Club
held its first scrimmage of the season on the rugby field . As they
worked through various offensive
and defensive plays, one voice
could be heard above the melee
shouting, "Remember guys, we're
having fun!"
That voice belongs to Jenn
Johnson, the president of the club.
She' s been playing rugby at Central for the last two years, though
Otis is the first season the club has
been recognized as a sport by the
school.
"Rugby has been around for a
while, but it's only been recognized as a club sport recently,"
Johnson said. "(The club) wasn't
in good standing ... so the club
committee didn't want to give us
money." .
The quest for recognition took
quite a longtime. In the meantime,
the club was on its. own, which
meant they had to purchase uniforms and equipment with their
own money. Last year Jenn's dad,
John, sponsored the team and donated $1,000. He felt that the team
would improve its morale and tumout if they had uniforms and game
balls to use.
It also helped with retention of

players in the club.
"We don't look
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
like a motley team
Students needed! Fishing
now," Jenn said.
Industry. Earn up to $3000Aside from
$6000+ per month. Room and
Board! Transportation! Male or
working for recFemale. No experience
ognition from the
necessary. Call (206)545-41 55
school , the team
ext A60931
has been actively
recruiting new
FREE FINANCIAL AID!
players and pracOver $6 Billion in private sector
ticingfo_rtheirfirst
grants & scholarships is now
game of the seaavailable. All students are eligible
son. Theteamcurregardless of grades, income , or
rently has 25 playparent's income. Let us help. Call
ers on the team, of
Student Financial Services:
which over a third
1-800-263-6495 ext. F60931
are freshman .
Rugby, which is
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING·
Earn up to $2,000+/ month
football's predeCo&.1rteisy of Jenn Johnson
working on Cruise Ships or
cessor, is played
Land-Tour companies. World
Central's ruggers engage in a scrum against Kentwood Rugby Club.
on a field similar
travel. Seasonal & full-time
to its· American
descendant. There are 15 players season goes for two months in the
The club holds practice every employment available. No
on each team, and the object is to faJI and then picks up again in the Monday and Wednesday at 3:00 experience necessary. For more
carry the ball downfield and score spring for four months.
pm on the rugby field, which is information call
by touching the ball down in the
In thefaJI the ruggers are basi- between the stadium and the base- 1-206-634-0468 ext.C60931
Try-Zone. Rugby is a full contact caJly warming up for the spring, b_all field.
EARN CASH
sport, yet no one wears pads.
when the majority of the tournaThey also hold conditioning
stuffing evelopes at home. Send
Johnson remarked that rugby is a ments are·held.
practices on Tuesday and Thurs- SASE to P.O. Box 774, Olathe,
very complex game and, " ... it looks
Among the tournaments. they day at 4:30 p.m.
KS 66051
like organized chaos."
plan to attend are March Madness
Any women intersted in coming
This first scrimmage was in in PuJlman; Fool's Fest, on April I out to play with the CWU Rugby
***FREE TRIPS & CASH***
preparation for the first game of in Spokane; Oysterfest in Mt. Football Club can contact Jenn Find out how hundreds of
the season, which is on October Vernon; and the Maggot Fest, Johnson at 925-511 l.
students are already earning
21. The club will be traveling to which is held in Missoula, Mon"In rugby, nobody gets cut (from FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF
Whitman to play against both tana on
May 1. According to the team) and if you show up for CASH with America's #1 Spring
Whitman and Washington State Johnson, Maggot Fest is the, practice, everybody plays," Break company! Sell only 15 trips
University. Normally the rugby " ... superbowl of rugby."
Johnson said.
and travel free! Choose Cancun,
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. , Bahamas, Mazatlan, or Florida!
CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK
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925-4626
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DOES NOT APPLY TO SALE ITEMS - EXPIRES 10/30/95
MUST HAVE COUPQN FOR DISCOUNT

P 0 R T

c ages

-

f3VY 1

,,),.

PATAGONIA . THE NORTH FACE
HELLY HANSEN
COLUMBIA. SOLSTICE
BURTON
WOOLRICH · CONVERT

s

-

llf!OBJ!~fl-M3*111

WINTER COAT
PRICED OVER 1100.00

MOUNTAIN HIGH-

The Observer
Classifieds

12!?.5_~ ~!!.-

- - - - - - - - - - ~2:~.1.7.J

STUDENT ESSENTIALS: VOICE MAIL

•

'•

STUDENT TRAVEL
1-(800)95·BREAK!
DISCOUNTED SOFTWARE
Microsoft Office $99.95. HP48GX
$189.95. Call HAS Collegiate
Express 1-800-332-1100 e~. 5
SKI JOBS
*STUDENTS NEEDED*
Earn up to $2,000+/mo: working
at a Ski Resort this winter! Ski for
Free+ many other benefits! Call
Vertical Employment Group
today: (206)634-0469
ext. V60931
FOR SALE:
1990 Suzuki Samurai. Roll Cage,
soft top, CB, 52K miles $4250.,
Calf 649-2316, 963-1185
CLOSING ESTATE
FURNITURE &APPLIANCES
In good shape & reasonable.
Refrigerator, stove w/built in
microwave, recliner, hide-a-bed,
coffee & end tables, lamps, misc.
925-4205
17 INCH SCHWINN MOAB·S
Brand new $325. Call 925-2717
Leave a message
'74 INTER NATIONAL SCOUT:
4 Wheel drive. Hard top
convertible, roll cage . Great hill
vehicle! Only 1,000. 962-9317 •
FOUND
vvomen's eyeglasses near 10th &
D Streets. Found 10/5/95
Call & identify 925-5735

***FOR SALE***

For as little as $5.00 per month, you can be as 'hooked up' as any
student on campus - with VoiceMail frof]l Ellensburg Telephone.

,.,. Ellensburg
l.!i. Telephone
305 N. Ruby, Ellensburg 925-1425

Proud Sponsors Of Wildcat Sports

'88 Mercury Topaz. Nice car, well
maintained, very economical. All
power, ~. $2,000obo.
925-4205

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED AD

IN

THE OBSERVER
CALL 963-10~7

---------·---
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Dexter's. not

his usua1 se1r.

You suspect the

salsa.

So you call Dr..Nusblatt, your family vet back home.
The

call

(Too bad abo~t

Sign up for

is
the

cheap.
consultation

fee.)~

True Reach SavingssM and save 25%

no matter who, how, when or where
you call in the U.S.

I

.
I

''I
I

I

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Reach SavingssM is ~imple. Save 25% on -· eye~y kind of call pn
yoot AT&T phone·bill-direct dial, calling card, dir~ctory assistanct;,.loc~l toll, cellular, fax· ancl modem · when you spend jusr $25 a month~ No othe~ pl~n gives you 'all these different ways to save~* · · _
]~st call 1 SOOTRUE-ATT to sign up. Save on every call. That's Your True Choice.sM

AT•T

Your True Choice
'Refers to long distance calls hilled to A'IB:T home or AT&TCalling Card account~. Discount<; off AT&T hasic rates. Certain exclusions apply
Subject to billing availability Offer availahle to residential AT&T customers: Minimum spending requirement is per residential line. ••compared to major long distance carriers.

© 1995 Al&T

